FACTSHEET

KEY FINDINGS FROM GOVERNMENT BUG BOUNTY PROGRAMME

The Government Technology Agency (GovTech) and Cyber Security Agency of Singapore
(CSA) have successfully concluded the Government Bug Bounty Programme (GBBP) from 27
December 2018 to 16 January 2019.
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The GBBP is part of the Singapore Government’s ongoing efforts to build a secure and
resilient Smart Nation. By bringing together a community of cyber defenders who share the
common goal of developing a safe and resilient cyberspace, the GBBP aims to build collective
ownership over the cybersecurity of government systems and websites, which is vital to achieve
Singapore’s Smart Nation goals.
Key highlights
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The GBBP successfully galvanised the global and local communities of cyber defenders
to identify vulnerabilities in government ICT systems.







400 ‘white hat’ hackers tested five Internet-facing systems1
Twenty-six (26) validated vulnerabilities: seven were considered low severity, 18 were
medium severity, and one was high severity
All vulnerabilities have been remediated
Total bounty paid out: US$11,750
One-quarter of participants were from Singapore
Seven out of the top 10 awarded bounty participants were from Singapore
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GovTech and CSA will expand the next edition of the GBBP to include more government
ICT systems and websites.

The five systems were: Gov.sg website; REACH website; Ministry of Communications & Information’s Press
Accreditation Card (PAC) Online; Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) website; and MFA eRegister.
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ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY AGENCY OF SINGAPORE AND THE CYBER
SECURITY AGENCY OF SINGAPORE

About Government Technology Agency
The Government Technology Agency of Singapore (GovTech) is the lead agency driving
Singapore’s Smart Nation initiative and public sector digital transformation. As the Centre of
Excellence for Infocomm Technology and Smart Systems (ICT & SS), GovTech develops the
Singapore Government’s capabilities in Data Science & Artificial Intelligence, Application
Development, Sensors & IoT, Digital Infrastructure, and Cybersecurity.
GovTech supports public agencies to manage enterprise IT operations and develop new digital
products for citizens and businesses. GovTech is the public sector lead for cybersecurity, and
oversees key government ICT infrastructure, as well as regulates ICT procurement, data protection
and security in the public sector. GovTech is a Statutory Board under the Smart Nation and Digital
Government Group (SNDGG) in the Prime Minister’s Office.
For more information, please visit www.tech.gov.sg.
About the Cyber Security Agency of Singapore
The Cyber Security Agency of Singapore (CSA) provides dedicated and centralised oversight of
national cybersecurity functions, and works with sector leads to protect Singapore’s critical
services. It also engages with various industries, and stakeholders to heighten cybersecurity
awareness as well as to ensure the holistic development of Singapore’s cyber security landscape.
The Agency is part of the Prime Minister’s Office and is managed by the Ministry of
Communications and Information.
For more information, please visit www.csa.gov.sg.
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